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SUMMARY
This report describes the development of the Beta I rocket motor,
designed primarily as a power unit for a model aircraft. It is of the
liquid bi-propellant type using the self-igniting combination hydrogen
peroxide (80a) and C-fuel, and gives a thrust of 1800 lb for 45 seconds
(the duration being governed by the tank capacity of the aircraft.) The
motor incorporates regenerative cooling of the two combustion chambers
with hydrogen peroxide, a turbo-pump pressurization system and a steam
generator using silver plated gauze as the catalyst.
The overall specific thrust per lb of propellant is 177 lb/lb/sec
(86yo of the theoretical value) that of the combustion chambers being
190 lb/lb/sec (92 o of the theoretical value).
The weight of the motor
complete with tanks and propellants (but excluding wings, rudder, etc)
is 744 lb giving a specific thrust 109 lb per lb total weight per second.
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1

Introduction

The Beta I rocket motor wvas designed primarily as a power unit for
a model aircraft built by the Fairey Aviation Co. for vertical take-off
experiments.
It is of the liquid bi-propellant type using the selfigniting combination hydrogen peroxide (80%o) and C-fuel and gives a total
thrust of 1800 lb for 45 seconds, (the duration being governed by the
tank capacity of the aircraft). Whilst the general design of the motor
follows well established principles it also incorporates a few interesting
features such as the regenerative cooling of the combustion chambers with
hydrogen peroxide, a turbo punp propellant feed unit and a steam generator using silver plated gauze as the catalyst,
Two combustion chambers are fitted each swivelling through a small
arc in planes at 900 to each other to enable control of the aircraft in
pitch and yaw to be obtained at low flying speeds before the aerodynamic
controls become operative.
It was originally intended that the turbo-pump unit should also
drive an electrical alternator for supplying the aircraft electrical
requirements, but because the development of a suitable control system
took longer than was anticipated this was abandoned and batteries were
used instead. A satisfactory control system has, however, since been
developed and will be described in a separate report1 .

•

R.A.E./R.P.D. were responsible for the basic design and development
of the motor whilst the Fairey Aviation Co. undertook the manufacture and
design of the motor as a power plant. The design of the tanks and tank
pressurization system was also the responsibility of the Fairey Aviation
Co. and consequently is not described in detail in this report.
2

Propellants

The oxidant is hydrogen peroxide (H.T.P.)
weight pure hydrogen peroxide and 20,%1 water.

and consists of 80% by

The fuel is a mixture of methyl alcohol, hydrazine hydrate and water
(called C-fuel) in the following proportions.
Methyl alcohol

(CH3OH)

- 57

Hydrazine hydrate (N2 H 4H 2 0)

-

30clo

Water

-

13%

(Wt)

"

The great advantage of this fuel is that it reacts spontaneously with
hydrogen peroxide, thus obviating the need for any special igniting device.
There is, however, an ignition delay and in order to speed up the reaction
a small amount of copper catalyst in the form of potassium cuprocyanide is
added to the fuel. Fuller details of this and the propellant combination
are given elsewlere 2 .
The stoichiometric mixture ratio of H.T.P /C-fuel is 2.78/1 (by
weight) and the motor has been designed to run at this ratio.
3

Description of motor

Fig. 1 shows a diagrammatic layout of the propellant system whilst
Fig.2 and 3 show photographs of the complete motor mounted in its test
frame. Fig.4 is a view of the motor complete with tanks fitted to the
launcher ready for a static firing test in the vertical position.

-4-
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As shown in Fig. l the H.T.P. and C-fuel are contained in P.V.C. bags
inside the main tanks in order to provide a positive feed to the pumps
under all conditions of flight acceleration. The low pressure air acting
on the outside of these bags forces the propellants to the turbo-pump
unit via the tank strpply valves
These valves are soring loaded to the
closed position and isolate the tanks from the turbo-pump unit when
the

motor is shut dovzi. A -apping from the H.T.1' supply to the steam
generator allows both valves to be opened. as soon as I1,TJ1. is supulied
to the steam generator for operation of the turbo-puq urlit,
From the turbo-pump ur.it the propellants arc fed to the H.T.I',

and

C-fuel main valves.
The C-fuel main vaL,e is koot closed by the prossure
of the C-fuel acting on the back of tn valve via a solenoid valve, When
the solenoid is closed. the pressure on the back of the valve is released
and the valve opens allo-,ing C-fuel to flow directly to the injector of
each combustion chamber. The If.T,P, valve is kept closed by a spring
and
the pressure of H.T.P., and is opened by C-fuel pressure tapped downstream
from the main C-fuel valve. From the H,TYP. min valve the H.T.P . goes
to a collection ring at the throat of the vunturi of each combustion
chamber, passes through the coolant jacket and then into the injectors.
Tapped into the coolant space of' each combustion chamber is a duip or
vent valve, spring loaded so that it is open to Lhe atmosphere when the
motor is not operating thus H.T.F. is omatiod from the coolant jacket
when firing is finished. Vlen the main propel3ant valves are opened the
rise in II.T.P.. pressure acting on the back of the valvo closes it.
The H T.F. supply to tle seam generator for starting the turbo-pump
unit and running it at "no delivery" corlitions (i.e. no delivery from
the
pumps) is obtained from an external pressurized tank, and is fed into the
motor through a pull-off coupling having self-sealing connections.
The
flow of H T.P. to the generator is controlled by tvo fixed throttle orifices, the "no delivery" throttle (about 0.150 ir, dianeter) which limits
the power output of the turbine before the motor is fired, and the "full
delivery" throttle (about 0.20 in. diameter) which, being larger is only
effective when the motor is fired and a greater quantity of H. T.P. is
being supplied to the generator. HT.P. from the external tank is the
only supply to the turbine until the motor is fired, when a tap2ing downstream frcm the main H.T.P, valve feeds K.T.P, to the steam generator
through a non-return valve and the "full dclivery ' throttle.
The nonreturn valve prevents 1,T.P. feeding into the combustion chamber when
starting the turbine and xum.ing it under conditions of' "no delivery".
In the H.T.P. line to the steam generator i,-3 a 1',V.C. burotor disc
which bursts at a minimum pressure of about 1.0 lb/sq in.
The purpose
of this burster disc is to prevent H. T.P. from the external suppi)ly being
fed to the steam generator whilst the H.T.P. is pressurized to 80 lb/sq
in.
for the purpose of opening the tank supply valve so that bleeding of the
propellant system can take place both during filling and al,o imodiately
before operation of the motor. This bleeding is essential for succssful
starting of the motor and mst ensure the removal of Jill air right uq)
to
the main
and C-fuel valves. A total of four minually operated
bleed connections arc provided, t-vo before :nI two a.ter the runp unit,
1I.T.P..

Upstream from the main Ii.T.P. and. C-fuel valves arc pres,ure switches
which operate remote indicating lights on the firing pa1ci, thus en;uring
that the correct pressures are obtained before tLe motor is fired. A
tapping from the steam generator tc. each combustion chamber allows steam
to be fed through the injectors just befo:e the motor is fired and thus
assists the ignition.
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4

Operation of motor

The H.T.P. and C-fuel tanks and the propellant feed system up to
the main valves are filled with liquid, care being taken to ensure the
removal of all trapped air. The high pressure air bottle is then charged,
which automatically pressurizes the propellant tanks. The C-fuel solenoid
valve is now energized, and thus ensures that when the C-fuel pressure
rises the main C-fuel valve remains closed.

*

To start the turbine, H.T.P. at 250 lb/sq in. is fed from the external
tank to the steam generator through the fixed throttles and burster disc,
and to the tank supply valves which are thus opened. Steam at a pressure
of about 120 lb/sq in. then passes to the turbine which starts the pumps.
At the same time a small quantity of steam is fed to each combustion
chamber injector, thus it pre-heats the injector and provides a small
quantity of free oxygen to assist ignition. When the correct propellant
pressures are obtained, as shown by the extinction of the indicating
lights on the firing panel, the C-fuel solenoid valve is manually deenergized, thus the C-fuel main valve is opened and allows H.T.P. and
C-fuel to be fed to the injectors and the motor'to be fired. As soon as
H.T.P. starts feeding to the injectors it also feeds a small quantity
directly to the steam generator through the "full delivery" throttle and
thus by-passes the "no-delivery" throttle. As this feed is at a higher
pressure than the external supply, the pressure in the steam generator is
built up and supplies the extra steam required by the turbine under "full
delivery" conditions. Also, because of these higher pressures the flow
from the external supply is automatically stopped and the motor is now
self-sustaining. As soon as the motor has built up its full thrust, the
aircraft starts moving up the launching ramp, and thus breaks the external
supply connection to the aircraft, the self-sealing connections in the
latter preventing any loss of H.T.P.
To stop the motor the C-fuel solenoid valve is energized by means of
a programme switch and closes the main C-fuel valve and therefore, the
main H.T.P. valve. When the main H.T.P. valve is closed the feed to the
steam generator stops and hence stopi the turbine. This fall in pressure
also allows the dump valves to open and release the H.T.P. from the
coolant jacket of the combustion chambers.
A summary of the main operating details of the motor is given in
3
Appendix I. A description of the motor is also given in the handbook
together with details of the tests required on the individual components
he motor are also
and on the complete motor. Instructions for firing ..
given together with a list of possible failures and suggested remedies.
A section on the filling rigs is included.
5

Development of motor components

Each component was made and tested for correct functioning as an
individual item before being assembled into the motor which was then
tested as a complete unit. The following paragraphs describe the purpose
and development of each component. A summary of the weights is given in
Appendix II.

5.1

Injector

Previous experience in the use of H.T.P. and C-fuel indicate that
the essentials of a good injector are:(1)

good atomization of the propellants

(2)

good mixing of the.propellants

-6-
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(3)

good distribution of the prope-jants in

(4)

large contact area between the two propellants

(5)

preheating of the burner with superheated H.T.P

(6)

simple design for low o;t

R.P.D . 10

the combustion chamber

.

steam

and ease of production

Points l, 3 and 6,apply of course to. any bi-fuel rocket motor and
4 to any motor in which the mixing takes place in the combustion chamber.

Point,5 presents a new idea aplicable especially to motors where II.T.P.
is available. to produce H.T.P. stam 9 i.e.
superheated steam and free
oxygen.. This steam can serve three purposes,
(1)

to provide free oxygen to assist ignition

(2)

to preheat the injector and to some extent the combustion
chamber; this favours ignition

(3) .to provide in a suitably designed rocket motor a barrier to
prevont the propellants from dribbling into each other's
metering holes during starting and shutting down, this is a
very useful safety precaution, especially vith self igniting
prop llants.
in

The Beta I injectcr (Fig.5) was designed wfith the above points kept
view. as far as possible,
5.1,1

Pescription of injector

Good atomization of the C-fuel was achieved by injecting it through
twenty swirl nozzles arranged on a pitch circle diameter of 3.8 in.
The
H..T,P. was injected radially inwards through fifteen pairs of radially
drilled holes the resulting jets impinging on a target ring whose, face
w4s set at 15 , to the path-of the jets. This ring served to spread each
separate jet into a fan shaped spray, and thus form a continuous sheet of
H.T.P. spread across the combustion chamber immediately in the path of
the spray fiom the C-fuel swirl jets,
The C-fuel jets are alanged so
that they overlap each other before meeting the sheet of HT.P., the
mean anle
of contact of the propellants being about 900 . A point to be
noted is that the H.T.P. is metered by the 15 pairs of drilled holes and
not by the slot between the target ring and the face of the injector, so
that the width of the slot is not critical
and can be between 0.040 and
0.080 in.
This avoids the necessity for setting the slot accurately which
is always a difficult matter for such large diameturs; for instance if the
slot was used for metering it would have to be about 0.004 in, wid.
The
pressure drop- across the injection syotem for both H.T.P. and C-fuel is

145 lb/s q in.

The II.T.P. steam is fed to the chamber through.tho same slot as the
H.T.P.- The motor is so designed that when it is started, C-fuel is fed
into the combustion chamber slightly ahead of the II.T,P.
Because of this
there is the possibility of C-fuel leaking into the H.T.P. system; this
is prevented however, by feeding st. am to the combustion chamber before
either of the two propellants, so that steam flowdng th:rough the -;lot
provides an effpctive barrier to the entrance cf C-fuel. At the same
time the steam preheats the tarjt,
rig
arl to a smaller extent the injector plate and combustion chamber.
The material of the injector is mild steel (B88.sl); to prevent
corrosion during storage the surfaces in contact with the C-fuel are
chromium plated,
-7-
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It can be seen that the design is relatively simple and would appear
to incorporate in a reasonably balanced manner the points set out earlier.
5.1.2

Development of injector

As the method of injecting H.T.P. was unusual, preliminary vater flow
tests were made to determine the arrangement of holes which gave the best
spray pattern. This was found to be thirty holes of about 0.C60 in. diameter, the holes being arranged in pairs, with the holes in each pair
0.10 in. apart and the pairs 1.25 in. apart. The C-fuel s-%irl nozzles were
of a well proved type incorporating a "swirl plug" with a helical groove
to give the necessary swirl to the liquid.
Firing tests were made on a rig using pressurized propellant tanks
instead of the turbo-pump unit which was used in the final motor. A diagrammatic layout of this rig used for both injector and chamber development is shown in Fig.6. The entry of the propellants into the injector
was controlled by valves (5) and (9); these were arranged so that the
H.T.P. valve (9) could not be opened until the C-fuel valve (5) had
opened and a slight pressure built up in the C-fuel line to the injector.
This ensured that C-fuel was injected into the chamber slightly ahead of
the HoT.F., previous experience having shown that by avoiding an excess

of H.T.F. at ignition, "hard" starts were minimized.

The flow of H,T,P,

steam to the injector took place as soon as the H.T.P. tank was pressurized, the flow of peroxide to the steam generator (7) being controlled
by the hand operated throttle valve (8).

The flow rate of steam before ignition takes placc was between 0.025
to 0.030 lb/sec for a pressure drop acrosz the injector of 120 lb/sq in.
During combustion the flow rate is about 0.025 lb/sec for a pressure difference of between 30 and 40 lb/sq in,, the actual steam pressure being
290 lb/sq in.
The pressure drop across the H T.P. and C-fuel injector
was 145 lb/sq in. In the final motor the C-fuel pump gave a pressure
30 lb/sq in. higher than the H.T.P. pump, so the Cifferenc( ac-oss the
C-fuel injector was increased to 175 lb/sq in,
The first firing tests were "open" burning tests, i.e. no combustion
chamber was fitted and burning took place in the open atmosphere; this is
a very useful method of testing as it enables a qualitative assessment of
the ignition and burning to be made. These tests showed that the ignition
and burning were quite good. The ignition delay (measured by photographing
the injector at a camera speed of 48 frames per second) was between 0.020
and 0.040 sec, and burning appeared to take place clo _ to the injector
face.
Tests with a water cooled combixtion chamber were then made with a
chamber of volume 280 cu in. and an L* of ll7 in.
In the first tests the
thrust was reduced to about 70% of the designed value, but in subsequent
tests it was increased to the maximum of 900 lb. In all cases ignition
was quite smooth and there was no sign of any "peaking" of the combustion
chamber pressure; the igntiion delay obtained from electronic recordings
of propellant and chamber pressures was between 0.080 and 0.12 sec. The
combustion as judged from visual observation of the exhaust flame appeared
very good; the measured values of the specific thrust were between 190 and
195 lb/lb/sec (92 to 94% of the theoretical value).
5.2

Combustion Chamber

For an expendible motor an uncooled combustion chamber vrith a heat
resisting lining would probably be simplest and cheapest. Dxperience so
far, howevr, has shown that whilst a carbon lined chamber would easily
-8-
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last for a 60 second run , erosion of the throat is very rapid and there
is a consequent fall in efficiency, but as a better heat resisting material was not readily available it w'as decided to cool the chamber rugcneratively.
The coolant may be either the oxidant (hydrogen peroxide) or the fuel
(C-fuel).
Hitherto with this combination the C-fuel has been quite successfully used as the coolant and the natural choice was to use it again.
Hydrogen peroxide has also been used as a coolant but only in a few
limited cases and never in this country. In view, therefore, of the possibility of having to cool with hydrogen peroxide in motors where the fuel
is not suitable, it was decided to use the hydrogen peroxide as the coolant and so obtain experience with it as soon as possible. Calculations
showed that the temperature rise of the hydrogen peroxide after passing
round the Beta I chamber should be about 600c, the temperature reached
is thus well below the boiling point of hydrogen peroxide which at 400
lb/sq in. is about 210°C.
The use of hydrogen peroxide entails the precaution that normally the
materials with which it comes into contact should be either stainless
steel or a copper free light alloy. Because of the expendible nature of
this motor it was decided to make the combustion chambers of mild steel
(BSS.Sl) in view of the relative cheapness, availability and case of
machining of this material, and to plate the coolant channels that come
into contact with hydrogen peroxide with some protective material. The
primary object of this plating was to prevent rust forming in the coolant
channels during storage _,s it was feared that this rust would cause trouble
by acting as a catalyst to the hydrogen peroxide and also tend to block
the metering jets.
In actual fact most of the experimental chambers were
run w:ith no protective plating, and although considerable rusting of the
coolant channels took place it never gave rise to any difficulty. This
was due to the fact that the peroxide was not allowed to remain static
in the coolant chnnels, but was either flowing (as during a run) or else
released to atmosphere through the dump valve at the end of a run. Nevertheless it wa., deemed desirable to give som protection to production
chambers.
The first intention wvas to hot tin plate the whole chamber by immersing
it in a tin bath, but there was some doubt as to whether the tin would give
a satisfactory coating in the cooling channels, especially on the helical
thread which was fitted around the exhaust nozzle.
Some test specimens were,
therefore, made of the coolant channel, incorporating a helical thread of
the desired dimensions and sent to the Tin Research Institute to enable
them to determine whether tin plating of the coolant channel was feasible.
Their plating tests showed a uniformly thin and consistent tin coating
over the whole of the internal cooling channel including the helical
thread.
(See Appendix III for details of their plating method.)
In view
of these good results a complete chamber was tin plated at R.P.D. using
rather crude facilities, but subsequent sectioning of this chamber showed
very poor tinning, certain areas having little or no tin whilst in others
the plating had piled up in blobs. Because of the lack of proper tinning
facilities and the difficulty in finding a firm to do it in a reasonable
time it was decided to ab,ndon tining and to chromium plate the coolant
passage before assembling and welding the chnber together. The whole of
the coolant passage in the chamber therefore, with the exception of a
small area adjacent to each v,,ld is chromium plated to a depth of 0.0011 in.
Although rust can form adjacent to each weld the amount is very small and
can be neglected; no trouble w1hatever has been experienced from about 20
chambers protected in this manner.
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5.2. 1

Deve2oyment of combustion charber

Fig.7 shows the first type of chamber to be tested. This chamber
had an L of 116 in., an irnar jacket thickness of 0.128 in., and a uniform coolant annulus width of 0.120 in. with a 4: start helix in the converging :and diverging sections of the nozzle. The coolant velocities
were 46 ft/sec along the diverging sqction of the nozzle to the throat,
17 ft/sec from the thc-6t to the chanbe.o and 2 ft/sec along the chamber.
.The expansion nozzle together with the helixes vere machined frcm the
solid, whilst the chamber and complete coolant jacket were fabricated
from sheet. The metering holes for the 1-,T.T_ injectcr .were drilled
circumf eerentially around the inner jacket of th combustion chamber so
that H.T.P. after cooling the nozzle and chamber passed directly into
the chamber.
Two firings with t-his chamber, gave mooth ignition and a
normal exhatot jet, but the pressure records showed violent fluctuations
of the H.T.P. pressure and to a smaller ext,ait of the C-fuel and combustion chamber pressures, wh.i-st latr
exvrinaLiou of +1. chamber revealed a number of hot spots where loc
brdiZln, cxH.T,P, had occurred.
Concurrently with the first
charber a second chaimbe.. - had been manufactured similar in all respects except that it had :o helixes in the
cooling space and was completely fabric3tc1 Proir. 3hcet. The coolant
velocities were 8- ft/sec around the thL-oat a-d 2- f ,,sec along the chamber. In view of the r3sults fro.a the farst ch.w';r j t .id not appear
that the second chamber with its lower coolant velocities would be any
more successful.
Tests, Ibv,ever, were carried out, out it was not found
possible to run them longer than 2 to 3 second6 before the motor stopped
due to local boiling of the H.T.P. in the coolant clannels and consequent
blockage of the H.T,P. metering holes with vaour. Examination of the
chamber revealed hot spots ir both the inner arA outer 5ackets where they
had touched owing to mwiufacturing error3.
These errors vere rectified
and a run of 45 second was obtained, but, fluctuations of the H.T.P.
pressure were still
apparen", though to a smaller extent than on the
first
chamber.
The results from these first
two chambers with widely differing
coolant velocities seeme'l to indicate tha- the. coolant velocity was not
critical and that the troub3e ivrs possibly poor distribution of the II T,P.
in the coolant 5pace.
The third chamham r, therefore, was made similar to
the second except that it had a singl6 start helically wound wire running
round the coolant space the whole length af the nozzle and chamber; this
gave a constant coolant velocity of 20 ft/sec. The fourth chamber was
also sim iar
to the second but had six wires running _iially along the
coolant space, coolant velocities be-Ing 8'- ft/sec around the throat and
2- ft/sec along the chamber.
Both chambers 'were unsuccessful and stoppage of the motor owing to- local boiling of the H.T.P. occurred within
2 to 3 seconds of starting. The fifth chamber was similar to the second
but had a 4 start
helix in the converging section of the nozzle, the
coolant velocities being &2-ft/sec around the throat, 19 ft/sec between
the throat and the chamber and 4 ft,/sec along the chamber. This chamber
ran reasonably well and two runs of 45, seconds woe bbta:ined although
with a fluctuating H.T.P.. pressure. A further run of 75 seconds was obtained with no pressure fluctuations whtLever by increasing the H,T.P./
.0-fuel ratio from the stoichiom-tric valuc (2.7/1)
to 3.0/l. A sixth
chamber similar to the fifth
also ran reasonably well but still
gave a
fluctuating H.T.P. pressure; 4ft r 45 seconds d hole burnt through the
chamber near to the injector and the Inner jacket partially collapsed
owing to local boiling of +he H.T.P.
All the cooling failures experienced os far had made themselves
evident in the ccmbustion c:amber either as an overheating of the wall
-10-R
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or an actual burn out. Fig.8(a) and 8(b) show photoorph3 of two ty-ical
failures,
Fig.8(a) shows the combustion chamber with the cooling Jacket
removed and illustrates that the failure is due to overheating and burn
out with a partial inward collapse of the wall owing to local boiling of
I.T.P. with consequent high pressure.
Fig.O(b) shows the combustion chamber with the coolant jacket partially removed and illustrates that the
wall has collapsed inward with no burn out or obvious sign of overheating.
In som cases the overheating of the -all extended the whole length of
the chamber as far as the converging section of the nozzle, but in tests
on chambers of identical construction there was no consistency in the
relative position of the overheated areas, which appears to indicate
that the injector is not the cause of the overheating. Although in no
case was there any sign of overheating at the nozzle, even with a cooling
velocity as low; as &8 ft/soc in the throat of the nozzle, it was thought
that the trouble originated there, and the next chamber, therefore, included a number of modifications to ifprove the cooling conditions around
tl nozzle.
The modifications are:(a)

reduction in the area of th
expansion section uncooled

nozzle to be cooled by leaving the

(b) reduction of the depth of coolant annulus around the nozzle and the
chamber from 0.120 in. to 0.060 in. and consequent increase in the
velocity of the H.T.P. unifomally over chamber and nozzle
(c)

feeding the H.T.iP. tangentially into the throat of the nozzle to
give it an initial swirl and thus improve the distribution

(d)

reduction of the i* from 116 in. to (9 in. and conseouent reduction of the area of chamber to be cooled (Preliminary tests on a
water cooled chamber had shown that this involved no reduction in
efficiency. )

An 8 start lhlix, forned by spot welding flat strip,
as fitted to the
converging 8ection of the chamber
The coolant velocities were 16 ft/sec
in the throat, 22 ft/sec between tie throat and the chamber, and 5 ft/sec
along the chamber. A diagram of this chamber is shovn in Fig.9.
Chving
to the use of an uncooled e-qansion nozzle the construction is simplified,
the inner and outer jackets between the nozzle throat and injcctor being
each made in a single piece thus obviating the need for longitudinal
welds. Because of the small depth of coolant annuls (0.060 in.) both
jackets were machined.
Tests carried out on this chamber showed the cooling to be quite
satisfactory, there being no sign of any fluctuations in the flow of
H.T.P. The temperature rise of the H.T.P. through the coolant jacket
was 40°C compared with a calcula ted figure of 4 A°0. Fig. 10 shvr,s curves
calculated by Mr. Walder for the coolant temperature, inner wall temperature and heat transfer rate at various sections along the chamber (including in this case a cooled expansion nozzle).
The coolant temperature rise for the chamber with a cooled nozzle is shown to be 600C, the
temperature rise with an uncooled nozzle being 440C as already mentioned.
The calculated mean heat transfer rate (uncooled noz_,lc) is 0.63 Ci/
sq i4/sec, compared with a measured value of about 0.57 C0/sq iW/sec.
Details of the heat transfer calculation for hydrogen peroxide as the
coolant will be given in a later report. The pn?ssure drop through the
coolant jacket was 25 lb/sq in.
For the first tests the uncooled expans ion nozzle was made of mild
steel, but this burnt through in a short time of the order of 15 to 20
seconds.
In later tests a mild steel expansion nozsle chromium plated
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on the gas side to a depth of 0.004 in. was tried and proved successful,
continuous runs up to 70 seconds being obtained with no signs of serious
erosion; a stainless steel expansion nozzle gave similar results. The
chromium plated'mild steel nozzle was adopted as standard for the motor.
To prevent radiation of heat to components situated nea2r the chamber vhen
mounted in-the aircraft a shield was fitted around the eqnsion nozzle
with holes drilled through it at the end near the throat to allow air to
The temperature of
circulate between the shield and expansion nozzle.
2400C after a
and
this shield on the outer surface was between 2000C
run of 60 seconds.
A few tests were made to determine the lowest thrust at *ich the
chamber would operate. With a vater cooled chamber it was possible to
get down to a thrust of 345 lb (corresponding chamber pressure 90 lb/
sq in. gauge) before combustion commenced to become unstable, but with
the H.T.P. cooled chamber it was only possible to get down to a thrust
The
of 570 lb (corresponding chamber pressure 150 lb/sq in. gauge)
inadethe
higher minimum thrust with H.T.P. cooling is of course due to
the
of
quate cooling at the lower flow rates, which causes local boiling
H.T,P. The combustion chamber pressure is 250 lb/sq in. for a thrust of
900 lb.
Some tests were made to determine the minimtun volume of combustion
chamber. With a water cooled combustion chamber the volume was progressively reduced from 275 cu in, to 214, 183, 152 and 122 cu in.,. the
in respectively. No reduction
values of L*fbeing 116, 89, 76, 63 and 51
'
in porformance was noticed down to an LP of 76 in., but at 63 in. and
all
51 in. the performance fell by about 40 and Vo respectively. In
debeen
time
that
at
cases the ignition vras smooth. As the motor had
chamand
in.)
cu
214
(vol.
signed to take a chamber with an L* of 89 in.
this
adopt
to
decided
was
bers of this size were already being made it
size, although a value of 70 in. mould have been possible,
The following table summarizes the principle combustion chamber
particulars : TABLE I
Principle particulars of combustion chamber

Inside diameter of chamber
Thiclcaess of inner wall
Length of chamber
Chamber length/diamter
Volume of chamber
Diameter of nozzle throat
Area of nozzle throat
)
Chamber vol./nozzle throat area (L"
Chamber diam./nozzle throat diam.
Diameter of nozzle exit
Area of nozzle exit
Designed pressure expansion ratio
Coolant (H.T.P.) velocities:Throat
Throat to chamber
Chamber
Weight of chamber including injector
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6.0 in
0 128 in
10.3 in1.7/1
214 cu La
1.75 in
2.405 sq in
89 in
3.4/1
3.3 in
8.55 sq in
19/1
16 ft/sec
22 ft/sec
5 ft/sec
25.36 lb
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As mentioned in section 1, two combustion chambers are fitted to
each motor.
The two chambers are fitted into a framework to form a cornbuL'tion chamber unit which is slid into the monocoque type fuselage from
the rear, the fixing points and all propellant and pressure connections
being accessible from the outside.
Because the two chambers swivel, all
pipe connections to it (H.T 'P,, C-fuel and steam) are made from flexible
tubing.
Two views of the combustion chamber unit are shown in Fig.ll,

5.3

Turbo-pump unit

An external view of the turbo-pump unit is shown in Fig, 12(A), a
view of the turbine casing ready for assembly in Fig.12(B) and a cross
sectional drawing of the complete unit in Fig.13.
As the development
of this turbo-pump has been described fully elsewhere 5 , only a brief
description of the unit is given here.
It consists of a central turbine wheel running in unlubricated
carbon bearings and driving a centrifugal pump on each side; the impellers and the turbine wheel are on a common shaft. The H.T.P. pump has
the largest entry and two outlet diffusers, whereas the C-fuel pump has
only one outlet diffuser.
There are four steam inlets to the turbine
and four exhausts.
The bucket type turbine wheel is rotated at about
24,000 r.p.m. by means of H.T.P. steam (290 lb/sq in., 470C) which is
directed from nineteen nozzles round the periphery of the turbine wheel
on to the buckets. The nozzles are formed by tapered slots milled in
the mating face of one half of the turbine casing, so that when this is
bolted to the other half, which has a flat mating face, a series of
nozzles are formed.
Between each pump and the turbine is a fluid seal
consisting of an. impeleer which prevents the flow of fluid out of the
pump when the pump is running, and a loose silicone rubber/glass fabric
diaphragm which scals against a washer on the shaft when the turbine is
stationary. All rotating components are secured to the turbine shaft by
means of a nut and locking washer on the C-fuel side and a screw and
locking washer on the H.T.P. side.
The material of the turbine casing- punp casings and impellers ,is
light alloy (BSS.TA/7/AW.lO B),
The turbine rotor is stainles,- steel
(BSS.s 62 or S 80), tie bearing surface of the shaft being chromium
plated.
The weight of the complete unit is 14' lb.
5.4

Main H.T.P.

valve

This valve acts as the shut off valve for the h.T,P, supply to the
combustion chambers. A view of the general arrangement of the valve is
shown in Fig. I4. It is a poppet type of Valve which is kept on its
seating
by the pressure of a spring and, when the pumps are operating, by the
pressure of the H.T.P. To open the valve, C-fuel is fed to the diaphragm
chamber on top of the valve, the chamber being sealed from the H.T.P. side
of the valve by two P.V.C. diaphragms.
Since the two liquids are selfignitingi two diaphragms are used as an extra precaution in case one of
them shouLd rupture.
The space between the diaphragms is vented to atmosphere so that should one of the diaphragms rupture the leakage can quickly
be detected; and also the accumulation of liquid prevented.
The likolihood of both diaphragms rrpturing simultaneously and allowing mixing of
the self-igniting liquids is very remote.
Tho design of the valve is such
that a minimum C-fuel pressure of 230 lb/sq in is required to opon th
valve against an H.T.P. pressure of 600 lb/sq in.
This type of valve ensures that the C-fuel arrives at the injector slightly ahead of the H.T.P.
as it has been found by experience that this gives smooth ignition, whereas if H.T.P. arrives first it invariably gives rise to a "hard" start.
-13-
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The valve body is a light alloy silican casting (D.T.D.240) the
valve seat being a stainless steel insert with all moving parts except
the distance piece between the diaphragms which is light alloy) also of
stainless steel (BSS.S 61). The spring is normal spring steel and the
diaphragms and sealing vrashers are of P.V.C.
Little trouble was experienced in making the valve work satisfactorily,
the main points requiring attention were the operation of the diaphragms
and sealing of the joints. Rupturing of the diaphragms by overstretching
was prevented by limiting the valve movement to 0.20 in. and by suitably
shaping the distance piece and upper and lower discs of the pressure
transmitter. Trapping of the diaphragms between the distance piece and
the spacing ring was avoided by keeping the clearance small, about 0.004
in.
To prevent the diaphragms pulling inwards when under tension and
also to make a better seal, mating ridges and grooves were turned on the
metal faces.
To give a good seal it is essential for the P.C.D. of these
ridges and grooves to be less than that of the inner edge of the bolt
holes, otherwise leakage takes place past the bolts.
It was also found
necessa-'y to put a lip on the outside of the spacing ring to prevent the
P.V.C. from beiag squeezed outwards.
The P.V.C. sealing ring on the
bottom cover was prevented from being squeezed out by housing it in a
groove.
The valve as designed reauired a minimum C-fuel pressure of 280 lb/
sq in. to open against an H.T.P. pressure. of 600 lb/sq in; this worked
quite satisfactorily on the first five motors but on the sixth motor considerable trouble was experienced in making the valve open, wing
apparently to too big a difference between the H.T.P. and C-fuel pressures
during the change over from no delivery to full delivery conditions.
There appeared to be no reason for this change in behaviour compared
with that of previous motors especially as the pumps were giving the
correct pressures under full flow conditions. As it was not possible,
therefore, to adjust the pump pressures the diaphragm chamber on the
H.T.P. valve vs increased in diameter by 1 inch and thus the minimum
C-fuel pressu:e necessary to open the valve was reduced from 280 lb/
sq in. to 120 lJsq
in. at an H.T.P. pressure of 600 lb/sq in.
This
modification vas made quite simply by putting a larger diaphragm chamber
on the existing valve body (see Fig.15) and as it worked quite satisfactorily all subsequent valves were modified in a similar manner.
Fig.16 s a view of the valve showing the position and purpose of
the various conuections.
5.5

Main C-fuel valve

This valve acts as the shut off valve for the C-fuel supply to the
combustion chambers. A sectioned view of the valve is shown on Fig. 17.
It consists of a poppet type valve (1) which is kept closed by means of
a spring acting upon the piston (2).
When the turbo punp unit is running
C-fuel from the pump acts against the head of the valve (1) through connection (3) ard also on the back of the piston (2) through connection (4),
the difference in loading upon the valve being such as to keep it closed.
The 0-uVel is fed to connection (4) through the C-fuel solenoid valve.
When it is desired to fire the combustion chambers this solenoid valve
is de-energized and this releasers through its vent valve the C-fuel
pressure acting upon the back of piston (2).
The C-fuel acting on the
face of valve (1)
is now capable of forcing thie valve open and flow
takes place to the combustion chamber,
The material of the valve body is light alloy (AW.lOB), the valve
seat being a p::e,,s9d in stainless steel insert (DTD.176).
The valve
head and piston are both of brass (BSS.B 251).
-14-.
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The main trouible experienced Yith this valve was to obtain a good
seal at the valve seat and across the piston. The first
valve had the
valve head and piston interal
with each other and no piston rings, but
due to the close clearance between the piston and cylinder (0.0005 in.)
it was difficult to obtain a good seal at the valve seat.
By making the
valve head separate from the piston, increasing the clearanc,u of the
piston to 0.003 - 0.007 in. and fitting P.V.C. piston rings a satisfactory
seal was obtained at the valve seat and across the piston,
5.6

C-fuel solenoid valve

Vie%w, of this valve are sown in Fig. l6.
Uhen the valve is opened
(energized) and the pumps are running it allow C-fuel to be fed to the
operating piston of the main C-fuel vLilve ard ensures that the C-fuel
valve remains closed. Whon the solenoid valve is closed (by de-cnorgizing)
the pressure on the operating piston of the main C-fuel w11v is released
through a vent (3) in the solenoid valve and thus allovr; the main C-fuel
valve to open and feed to the combustion chambers.
The working of the valve is shown by the sectioned view in Fig. i.
When the valve is opened (as shown) C-fuel from (I) goes Iast the lover
piston up-, through the lower orifice and out through (2).
Whcn the valve
is closed, the lower piston makes contact with its seat arid the upper
piston opens and thus allows the C-fuel downstream from the valve to Le

released through the urfper orifice and out through the vent (3).

The

solenoid is operated by a 24 volt suj)ply and takes a current of about
i ampere.
This solenoid valve is of German manufacture and is of the type used
in the air system of the V. 2 rocket motor.
T6 enable the vaive to function
satisfactorily in the Beta motor the following four modifications wro
found neces2ary:(1)

replacement of the rubber seats in the ulper and lover pistons
by tin ones; the original seats rapidly became soft and disintegrated under the action of the C-fuel, but the tin scats
performed very well,

(2)

insertion of a plug in the lovr orifice so as to reduce its
area and thus enable the solenoid to open the valve agAinst
pressures up to about 10C, lb/sq in

(3) blanking off the original vent holes (situated between thj intermediate nut aiid the solenoid) by fitting a rubber insert in
solenoid body and
(4)

the

drilling and tapping the valve body to take a now vent connection (Ah This was necessary in order to get rapid venting
and also because it was impossible to fit
a drain pipe to the
original vent holes.

5.7 iteam generator
A sectioned view of the steam generator is shmm in Fig.19.
II.T.P.
enters the generator at (i) and passes through the fixed "full delivery"
orifice throttle which meters the correct quantity of 1.T.P. required
by the turbine when the motor is firing. The !P,.T.?,. pass-es through a
distributor plate and then through layers of silver plated gauze catalyst
which decomiposes the 1I.T.P. into superheated steam at a temperature and
pressure of about 4700c and 290 lb/sq in. (gauge) res-pectively. The
steam is then fed to the turbo-pump unit through connections (2), (3)
(4) and (5) and to the combustion chambers through (6).
-15-
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The body, coverplate, gauze support plate, and steam connections of
the generator are of mild steel, but the H.T.P. inlet connection is of
stainless steel. The gauzes are copper of 32 s.w.g. and 24 mes4/inoh,
the copper being silver plated to a thickness of 0.003 in.
The gauze
discs are 0.050 in. larger in diameter than the inside of the generator
to ensure a good fit and so prevent leakage of liquid H.T.P. along the
walls of the generator. The depth of catalyst bed is 4 in., the number
of gauzes being 145 + 2.
The steam consumption of the turbine at full delivery conditions is
0.63 lb/sec which with that supplied to the combustion chambers makes a
total of 0.66 lb/sec; this produces a loading on the generator of 30 lb/sec/
sq ft. The life of the gauze under these conditions is at least 10 minutes, but at the end of this period the silver tends to strip from the
gauzes nearest to the injector which causes a fall in decomposition temperature, The total pressure drop across the generator is approximately
100 lb/sq in. which consists of 50 lb/sq in. across the injector and
50 lb/sq in. across the gauze filling. The generator can cope with flow
rates up to 1.0 lb/sec (corresponding to a loading of 40 lb/sec/sq ft),
but only at the expense of a shorter catalyst life and higher pressure
drop. The relatively short catalyst life experienced on this motor is
due to the poisoning of the silver gauze by the stabilizer (phosphoric
acid) in the hydrogen peroxide. A very much longer life could be obtained
if a different stabilizer were used such as sodium stannate.
Although the generator in its present form is quite satisfactory for
its purpose, it has the disadvantage of giving a slow start, especially
in cold weather. This is overcome by giving a burst of H.T.P. of about
1 second duration to the generator a few seconds before starting. This
preheats the generator and starting thereafter is quite satisfactory.
The development of the gerErator consisted mainly of getting a
satisfactory injector system. The injector system as originally designed
is shown in Fig 20. With this injector rapid steam pressure fluctuations
were apparent (+ 50 lb/sq in. at 250 lb/sq in. mean), and starting was
slow even at low (0.25 lb/sec) flow rates. The pressure fluctuations
were apparently due to the formation of vapour in the free space between
the full delivery throttle and the first gauze which caused intermittent
flow. These fluctuations were elit,inated by reducing the free volume
between the full delivery orifice and the first gauze to an absolute
minimum, and by putting the distributor plate as close as possible
(within 0.010 in.),to the first gauze and increasing slightly the pressure drop across it.
These modifications are incorporated in the final
design shown in Fig.19 from which it can be seen that the distributor
plate now takes the place of the upper support -late. The ratio of the
area of the holes in the distributor plate to that of the full delivery
throttle is 2.7/1, Wereas in the original design it was 4/1. These
modifications besides eliminating the pressure fluctuations also improve
the starting considerably, but as mentioned earlier starting is still
somewhat slow in cold weather.
5.8

Tank supplY valve unit

A sectioned drawing of this unit is shown in Fig.21. It consists of
two poppet type shut off valves -- one for H.T.P. and the other for C-fuel
and is fitted in the low pressure H.T.P. and C-fuel pipe lines between
the tanks and the turbo-pump unit (as indicated in Fig.l); the purpose of
this unit is to isolate the tanks from the motor except when the motor is
operating.
As shown in Fig.21 C-fuel enters the unit at (1) passes through the
valve and comes out at (2).
Similarly H.T.P. enters the other end at (3)

-16-
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and
comes
ut ())
The valve*2 are oT,ened by ,.
rsuei
chanber (.0) Which is sup"plied from the feed line to -the steait, genejrator
throuuh connections (5) and (63).
The !L,T.P. valve is o pened by prcssurel'
acting on its stein and the, C-fucl valwe is- oje,ned by j-rc.%;i 're acting oil
a scaling diapDhragmn; .-ince the iieuiids are oclf-ignit:ig~ two daham
are liZ.ed as- a iprecaution in case one should rupturc. In the -' uT.1 . valve
tho only seal is that p:rovided by a I-,V.C. was-her which is Lit'.achcd to
the valvo stern and seat,s agains3t a li
on the vznlve gude
The v:Alvn
seatings are formed by a 1ij on the face of ea-,ch- valve whiceh r.aKkes (-ontact withi the inner diamnete r of the L .V.C, sealing waL3hurs (12) and (13).
Connections (7) and (8) are us-.;d for bleeding trapjped air fror" tho sys tem
beforoe the motor is fired. The Minin1a'TIM p.ress"ures nOcess ary to oj-,Cni 'U'ie
H'.T.P. and C-fuel valves are about 40 lb/s,q in. and 60 lb/sq iii. respectively with atmospheric -pressure in theo tank, and 135 lb/sql in. And 230
lb/orl in. resp)ectively vdth a pressure of 17 lbi's-q in, in the,, tan]ks.
The valve: body isa
lighL alloy silicon casting (1fiD.22+0) and all
the rnoving partsL are of stils
te
Ic.
d)with theo excep)tion of
the distdncu ]pie ce between the diap)hragms wh is
of Uight alloy. The
spDrings are of normal sp)ring steel and the; tubular sPriiV,
eanr of
stainless stael,iia)
As a p)rote-.ction against corroo ion thc valvo
body is aniodi--ed.
U'ttle difficulty was ue qccricnccd in getting the3 valve umait to -vark
;satisfactorily, the tw o main difficulties being the- operation of the (uap1hragms aind H.T.P. leakage from chamnber (9) a:long. thD s,.tem of the 1i.,11-1
valve.
The foriTur was cured in the, same manner as already des'cribed for
the iain H.i'TPi valve.' The loalLge along the stem of the H.T.F. valve
vas p)revonted by fitting a P.V.C. washer to t1i, s'tem of the vilvu ohich
jL; sealetd against A lip. on the valve guide wh(Din the, val,,ve ofecned. HIowever, a slight leakage "Along tly, stemn of the valve is- Permnissible., but
unles s the seal is fitted, this leakage becotirs exces sive; the nirzdmm
leakage was- set at 30 droi). yxr minute, Yith a. yre-tsure of 100 lb/sq1 .

in chamber (9)'.
5* 9

Dijmpalvc

TPhis val-ve (FigY.22) is5 a shut off valve which is srin loaded in
thle open pos0 ition, so that when the inAin Hj.T.1'. valUve is closed, the
11~...
sys tem downs-treamn from th-e main I.T,P. valve is vented -to atmosj.hern, thixoughJ outlet (2). As s oon as the mnaiii H.T.P. valve is opnd'to
fire the combustion chamber's, the HT.T.P. 1Treas;ue reaches the back of
1piston (4) through connection (3); this cau;s,es a differential rsue
across tlhe valve and closes; it.
When the valw, is closod the Pressure
differential across3 the piston is3 quite. ml (about 25 lb/srq in.) s,o
that the leakago is not very great; in any cawe ai small leakage here is
not importantj
Th6 body ahd-Ipiston of the valve are of stainless- steel (DTD.i176A
and BP58.2130 respe,ctively), the spring being of n1ormnal spring steel,
5.10 Non-re turn v'.lve
A draingi of this;- valve is shown in FigL. 73. Iisa
s irqple valve
lightly' sjpring loaded in the. closed p osition, anld is us ed to 1)revont
H.T.E. from the oxternal supr ply to thE steam gemerator beingf fed into the
main hi.T.P. feed li-ne. to ti-e combustion chamibers whilst thue turbo-j'u1xig
unit is being run up to sn,-eed. When) tie ma-in H.T,!>. valve is openewd the
1I.T.P. supp)ly to the steam, generator is tdwen through. this2 valve.
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The material of the body and valve are both stainless steel
(DTD.176A and BSS.62 respectively). The spring is normal spring steel and
the sealing washer is of pure aluminium.
5.11 Burster disc unit
A drawing of this unit is shown on Fig.24. The purpose of this
burster disc is to prevent H.T.P. being fed to the steam generator when
the external H.T.P. supply, at a pressure of 80 lb/sq in., opens the
tank supply valve to bleed thc air from the propellant system before the
motor is started.
As shown in Fig.24 H.T.P. from the external supply enters at (1)
and after the P.V.C. disc has burst emerges at (2) and goes to the steam
generator. Removal of the skin cover (3) and scaling cap (4) allows the
bursting disc assembly (5) to be taken out in order to replace the P.V.C.
bursting disc. The whole unit is fitted into the motor so that the skin
cover (3) is flush with the fuselage to enable the disc to be easily
replaced.
The burster disc is required to hold a pressure of 80 lb/sq in.
indefinatcly without rupturing and to burst at a pressure of 250 lb/sq in.
Unfortunately P.V.C. tends to "flow" under a sustained pressure so that
for a given thickness of disc its maximum "non-bursting" pressure is well
below its minimum instantaneous bursting pressure. For instance a P.V.C.
disc with a thickness of 0.011 in. bursting at an instantaneous (i.e. less
than 1 soc) pressure of 250 lb/sq in. will burst at 135 lb/sq in. after
6 seconds, and hold & pressure of 120 lb/sq in. indefinately. The P.V.C.
is also adversely affected by a rise in temperature, a rise in temperature from 10 to 250C and from 10 to 400C causing a reduction in bursting
pressure of about 33o and 55/o respectively. Because of this temperature
characteristic tvvo thicknesses of burster disc are necessary, one of
0.011 in. for ambient temperatures up to 250C and one of 0.018 in. for
ambient temperatures above 250C. The 0.011 in. disc will have at 100 C
an instantaneous bursting pressure of about 300 lb/sq in. and a minimum
bursting pressure of about 160 lb/sq in., whilst at 250C these pressures
are about 200 lb/sq in. and 110 lb/sq in. respectively. The fact that
the instantaneous bursting pressure of 300 lb/sq in. is 50 lb/sq in.
higher than the bursting pressure applied (i.e. the external H.T.P. tank
pressure) moans that the disc will not burst instantaneously but after
an interval of a fevi seconds; this is, however, of no consequence. The
0.018 in. disc will have at 250C an instantaneous bursting pressure of
about 250 lb/sq in. and a minimum bursting pressure of.about 130 lb/sq in.,
whilst at 40 C those pressures are about 200 lb/sq in. and 110 lb/sq in.
respectively. The physical characteristics of P.V.C. also change from
batch to batch so that tests have to be made to determine the bursting
pressure of each now batch. This difficulty was overcome in the Beta I
motor by obtaining sufficient material of one batch to cover all needs.
Also included in the burster disc unit is the "no-delivery" throttle
(8) which controls the flow of H.T.P. to the steam generator when the
pumps arc running but not delivering any propellants to tic combustion
chamber.
The material of the body is light alloy (AW.1OB) and the burster
disc assembly is of stainless steel (BSS.S80).
5.12 Pressure switches
Two of these pressure switches are fitted to the motor, one each in
the H.T.P. and C-fuel lines imnediately before the main valves; their
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function is to indicate to the operator that the pumps are
giving the
correct pressures before he fires the combustion chambers.
1,Lach s wtch
consists of a pair of contacts kept closed by a spring and
connected to
a lamp on the firing pancl.
As the propellant presures rise the contacts are forced apart and the laiips are, thereforo, extinguished.
These
switches arc a proprietary articl. made by the Thcril-a Control
Co., Hove.

6

Develo pent of prope.ii±nt system

Thu two main cork;iduration wohich led to the adoption of
a turbopump pressurization syptutn wore its low overall weight and
the possibility
of u;ing it to drive an olectrical alternator to supply power for the
various aircraft requirements.
This entailed running the alternator at
a cons tant speed (within + 5/,) for three distinct periods:(n)

about 30 second& iimediatoly before -firing the chambers;
during this
period the pusxps are only pumping sufficient 1I TP . to drive
tly turbine, and the pump loading on the turbine, therefore, is
low.

(b)

about 50 second,
iilst the chambers. are being fired; during this
period the pumps are delivering their full quantity and the
pump

loading on the turbine is,

(c)

therefore) high.

about 60 second, immediately after the chambers have stopped
firing;
during this period the pumps are only deiivering sufficient
II.T,P.
to drive the turbine and the pump loading on the turbine
is, therefore, low,

A turbine speed control system had to be devised which catered
for a
sudden ch;ngVe in loading on the turbine of approximately
50, whilot changing
betwoeen periods (a),
(b) and (c), and for a load variation on the turbine
of about 15>, due to olL;ctrical load variations on the alternator.
As already described 5 control valves,* basod upon a spring
datum with
the H.T.P. pressure as the signal operating the valves wen,
tried in the
H.T.F. feed line to tlk steam Lrnerator; those were not very
succssful
because of the fuxdamntal fact that for a certain position
of the mtering device the spring datum has one compression load vhil,st
for another
position of the metering device the spring alters so that
it is no0 longer
a datum.
Tsts
with the valve in t(e complete motor showed that whiin it
could cope with small changes in load, it certainiy could
not coe) with
the large chnge during the transition from period (a) to
(b).
This change
was made more difficult by the fall in H.T.P, pump pressure
ihich occurred

at this instant.

The transition from period (b) to (c)

,Ave

no troublo,

To overcome these difficulties a boostur solenoid valve was
fitted
in the
system to deliver an extra supply of H.T,P. to the stcam
generator during
the change over, and this worked succcsLfully.
A layout of this arrangement is shown in Fig.25.
ith the pumps running and the main ll.T.1 . valve
closed the H.T.P. is fed to the generator through the turbine
control
valve and the steam generator shut off valve, the booster
oolenoid valve
being closed.
At the insrtant the min I,T.P. valve is opened, the booster
solenoid valve is al.-o opened thus ,n extra quantity of H.T.1
, is fud to
the ste,-xl generator; this quantity is limited by a tlz-ottle
orifice
immediately downstream from the turb .ie control valv . As
soon as the
turbine speed has stabilized at the higher load conditions
(a matter of
2 - 3 seconds) th, booster solenoid valve is closed and a
supplementary
feed of H.T.P. talan to the stenam gnrator
from a tapping downstream
from the main H,T.P. valve; this f-ed supplomonts that
passing through
the turbine control valve so that the movement of the latter
from its
datum point is; a minimum,
The shut off valve included in the circuit 'as
intended to enable the turbine to b., stopped if required,
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This system worked reasonably well, but because of the limitations
of this control valve, a new type of valve was designed in which a constant
air pressure was the datum, the need for either the booster solenoid valve
or the supplementary feed thus being eliminated.
This valve has been
successfully used on a turbo-pump test rig and is described elsewhere 1 .

-.

Due to the delays, however, in achieving the satisfactory operation of
a control valve it had previously been decided to dispense with the alternator on the Beta I motor and to use storage batteries instead for the aircraft electrical requirements.
This made possible a considerable simplification of the H.T.P. feed system to the steam generator, the system finally
adopted being as shown in Fig.l. With this system the H.T.P. is fed to
the steam generator, during the period when the pumps are being run up to
speed with no delivery taking place, from a tank external to the aircraft
and supplied to the motor through a pull-off coupling.
Mien the pumps are
delivering to the combustion chambers the H.T.P. supply to the steam generator is taken off downstream from the main H.T.P. valve -and, as this is at
a higher pressure than the external H.T.P. tank, the flow from the latter
is automatically stopped, a non-return valve in the external supply line
preventing back-feeding of H.T.P. into the external tank.
The constant
pressure of the external H.T.P. supply prevents an excessive fall
in turbine speed during the transition from no delivery to full delivery and
thus helps to give a quick take-over.
This change-over has of necessity
to be rapid otherwise, if the aircraft moves up the launcher and disoonnects the pull-off coupling before the turbine has stabilized, the motor
is liable to stop. This possibility is minimized because (a) the aircraft is launched almost vertically upward and, as its weight is not very
much less than the thrust of the motor, the motor has to develop almost
full thrust before the aircraft will move; (b) the boost rockets are only
fired when the aircraft has moved a definite distance (about 2 in) along
the lauAdher; and (c)the aircraft has to move about 2 in. along the
launcher before the pull-off coupling is disconnected.
As already shown5 , to obtain a given thrust the pressure drop of the
H.T.P. supply to and through the steam generator must be kept constant.
Due to the straightforward nature of the feed system to the generator
little
variation can take place there, and the drop. throagh the generator
is kept reasonably constant by controlling the number and uniformity of
packing of the gauze discs. Any variation in pressure drop here or
through the rest of the system is controlled by adjusting the size of the
fixed "full delivery" throttle (Fig.l) to give the desired thrust.
7

Performance of motor

The motor gives a nominal thrust of 1800 lb at a combustion chamber
pressure of 250 lb/sq in.
The limits of thrust are set at + 5% (i.e.
between 1710 and 1890 lb), but the maximum variation in thrust between
each combustion chamber of a given motor is 5".
A curve giving the
relationship between combustion chamber pressure and thrust is shown in
Fig. 26.
Fig. 27 shows representative curves of propellant ad chamber pressures
and thrust. The reason for the fall off in propellant pressures (and
therefore thrust) as the run proceeds is that the II.T,P. pump is sensitive
to inlet pressure; with the present tank pressurizing system the pump inlet pressures fall
from 17 lb/sq-in, at the start to about 3 lb/sq in. at
the end of a run.
The specific thrust of the chambers is 190 lYl/sec
and the overall
specific thrust (including the turbine) is 177 lb/lb/sec giving an overall
specific consumption of 0.565 lb propellant/lb thrust/sec.
The total
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propellant consumption is 10.15 lb/sec which at a chamber mixture ratio
of 2.78/1 and a turbine steam consumption of 0.63 lb/sec gives H.T.P. and
C-fuel cosumptions of 7.63 lb/sec and 2.52 lb/sec respectively.
The total weight of the complete motor including the monocoque type
fuselage but excluding the tanks is 159 lb (see Appendix II for details).
The weight of the tanks including the P.V.C. bags and air pressurizing
system is 100 lb giving a total dry wreight for the motor and tanks of
259 lb. The weight of propellants contained in the tanks is 485 lb giving
a total charged -ei ht of 744 lb. Due to the impossibility of completely
emptying the tanks the weight of propellant used is 465 lb, the duration
being 45 seconds. The specific thrust/lb total weight/second is therefore, 109.
8

Conclusions

The Beta I motor has been successfully developed to give a thrust of
1,800 lb for a duration of at least one minute (the actual duration when
the motor is installed in the aircraft depends on the size of the tanks).
The overall specific thrust/lb of propellant is 177 lb/lb/sec (86J of the
theoretical value), that of the combustion chambers alone being 190 lb/
lb/sec (92u of the theoretical value).
The weight of the motor complete with tanks and propellants (but excluding wings, rudder etc) is 744 lb giving a specific thrust of 109 lb/
lb total weight per sec. With the existing tanks the duration is 45
seconcds.
Regenerative cooling of the combustion chambers with 8015 hydrogen
percxide has been quite successful. Although during the development
period some burning throuEi of the chamber wall was experienced no trouble
whatever has been encountered due to the unstable natmre of the hydrogen
peroxide.
A slightly larger motor than the Beta I is now under development to
meet a separate requirement.
This motor, knovmn as the Beta II is similar
in most respects to the Beta I, the main difference being that it has a
single combustion chamber of 2500 lb thrust instead of tmw separate chambers each of 900 lb thrust.
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APPENDIX I

Sunmarpof Main Details of Motor
I

Perfonormance
1800 lb total + 5%

Thrust

On each motor the difference in thrust between each combustion
chamber does not exceed 5%
Duration
45 seconds (Dependant upon size
of tanks)
Total Impulse

81,000 lb-

Specific thrust (chamber only)

190 lb thrust/lb/sec
177

(overall)

consumption (overall)

"

sec

"

"

0.565 lb propellant/lbsec

Propellant consumption (overall):-

2

H.T.P.

7.63 lb/seo

C-fuel

2.52 lb/sec

Total

10.15 lb/sec

Propellants
Hydrogen peroxide (H.T.P.

Oxidant

-

Fucl

--C-fuel

(80,%)

(methyl alcohol 57%5 hydrazine hydrate 301,
water 13 1 plus copper catalyst)

II.T.P./C-fuel mixture ratio for combustion - 2.78/1 (wt)
3

Pressures
High pressure air

2300 lb/sq in

Propellant tanls :Static

17 lb/sq in

Flow

3 lb/sq in

H.T.P. pump
No de livery

550 - 600 lb/sq in

Full

390 - 420

"

"

0-fuel pump
450 - 500 lb/sq in

No delivery

420 - 450 lb/sq in
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Pressure warning lights set. to extinguish at:H T P.

460 lb/sq in

C-fuel

400 lb/sq in

Steam pressure

290 lb/sq in

Combustion chamber pressure

250 lb/sq in + ZO

External H.T.P.

supply:-

For bleeding system

80 lb/sq in

For starting turbine

250 l/sq

Pressure to operate bursting
dis c
4

5

in

110 lb/s q in (minimut)

Propellant feed
H,T.P.

steam driven turbo-pump unit

Combustion chamber
Two chambers each of 900 lb constant thrust
Chamber regenratively cooled with H.T.P,

6

7

b/sq In

Tempe ra tures
Combustion

1900 0

H.T.P. steam

47000

(approx)

Buxster disc
The thicknoss of the P,V.C. diaphragm is:for ambient temperatures up to
25 0C

O.011 in

for ambient temperatures between
250C and 4CPC

0.018 in
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APPENDIX II
Sumarv of component weights

Main H.T.P. valve

3.30 lb

Main C-fuel valve

0.74

"

C-fuel solenoid valve

1.30

"

Steam generator

4.70

"

Tank supply valve unit

5.98

"

Dwrp valves (2 off)

2.39

Burster disc unit

1.28

"

Combustion chambers and injectors (2 off)

50.72

"

Turbo-pump unit

14.50

"

Non-return valve

0.25

"

pipes

10.00

"

C-fuel pipes

8. 00

Steam feed and exhaust pipes, bleed and distributor
blocks

5.00

"

Automatic pull-off connection

1.12

"

15.00

"

Mountirg for valves (vith attachrents including
pressure switches)

3.50

"

Mounting for turbo-punip unit

1,50

H.T.P.

Mounting for chambers

Monocoque type fuselage around motor

29.50

Total weight of motor

158.78

H.T.P. and C-fuel tanks (including P.V.C. bags,
feed pipes to tank supply valve, air bottle and
piping, etc.)

100

Total

259

meight of motor plus tanks (empty)

H.T.P

349 lb

C-fuel

136

"

Total propellants

485

Total weight of motor and propellants

744
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APPEIIX III
Hot Tinning of Rocket Combustion Chambers
as
iRecommended by the Tin Research Institute
C91EANIM~
(1) Degrease in trichlorethylene
vapour.
(2) Pickle for 20 minutes in cold
dilute hydrochloric acid.
(3 parts cornercial acid to 1 part
water )
(3)
Etch for 1 minute in cold dilute
nitric acid.
(1 part concentrated nitric acid
to 3 parts water)
(4)

Pickle for 1 minute in cold hydrochloric
acid as in (2).

(5)

Dip in flux (I).
The pieces should be well rinsed
between these acid dips.

TINNING
1st tinpot at 2800 C

T.R.I. flux (II)

2nd tinpot at 250 0 C

Palm oil cover.

cover.

Drain in grease pot at 24Q/2450
C containing palm oil.
Paraffin oil quench.
COMPOSITION CF FLUX
ELUX(I).

Zinc chloride
Sodium

25%

"

5%

Ammonium "

31

Hydrochloric acid j15
Water - remainder

T.R.I.FLUX (II)
Zinc chloride 82y

Sodium

if

18%

In view of the narrow clearance
between the helix and the casing,
care must be taken when immersing
the
wet article into the tinpot. When
the body is being drained it must
be held vertically for about 50
seconds
and twisted sharply to clear the
threads from tin.
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FIG.8. COOLANT FAILURE DUE TO BOILING OF H.T.P.
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